EIZO ColorEdge CG243W Wins TIPA 2010 Award for Best Photo Monitor

Hakusan, Japan, April 22, 2010 – Eizo Nanao Corporation (TSE: 6737) announced that its ColorEdge CG243W LCD monitor has been selected as the best photo monitor by TIPA (Technical Image Press Association) in its Photo and Imaging Awards 2010. This marks the fourth time that an EIZO product has won the award for best photo monitor since TIPA added this category to its annual awards in 2005.

TIPA is a non-profit organization comprised of 29 photo and imaging magazines from 13 countries. TIPA editors meet once a year to vote for the best photo and imaging products introduced to the market in the past 12 months.

The ColorEdge CG243W is a 24.1-inch monitor for still and moving image color work such as digital photography, soft proofing, and post production. It features an in-plane switching (IPS) panel, 12-bit hardware calibration, a 3D look-up table, and uniform brightness and color across the screen. EIZO’s ColorNavigator calibration software is bundled with the CG243W and can be used with a measurement device to calibrate the monitor in less than five minutes.

About EIZO
Eizo Nanao Corporation is a leading global manufacturer of high-end visual display products with a wide range of LCD monitor systems. The image quality, long-term reliability, and innovative features of EIZO monitors make them the products of choice in many financial trading rooms, hospitals, back offices, and design studios. EIZO is based in Japan and represented in more than sixty countries by a network of exclusive distributors.
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